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ABSTRACT

We partnered with Wellington Management Company to research

dimension estimation of investment portfolios. The intrinsic dimension of a

data set is the number of dimensions needed to explain the variance of

the data set; for portfolios, it shows hidden commonalities that increase

risk for the investor. A limitation of commonly used dimension estimation

methods is linearity, which hinders these methods from consistently

estimating dimension when assets become decorrelated during market

shocks. We investigate non-linear techniques & their composition to

observe their robustness to outliers.
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Summary and Future Work

The dimensionality reduction methods below are

unsupervised methods aimed at eliminating as much noise in

the data as possible:

1. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) – a dimensionality

reduction technique that exploits Singular Value

Decomposition (SVD) to project the original data (𝑋(𝑘) ) in

directions that maximize:

2. Robust PCA (RPCA) – a nonlinear form of PCA that uses

the nuclear norm (sum of singular values) and tuning

parameter as a preprocessing step:

3. Autoencoder – a type of neural network that aims to copy

their inputs to their outputs. The dimensionality reduction

comes from the hidden layer, boxed below:

Daily Simple Returns: Consider closing prices of an asset on different

days, 𝑝𝑡 . We compute the simple return on day 𝑡 as the unitless change

in price: :

Expanding Window Scheme: Used to determine changes in Simple

Returns over time.

• Daily simple returns 𝑟𝑡,𝑗 of asset 𝑗 at time 𝑡 where j = 1, … , 𝐽 =

12 and 𝑡 = 1 to 2856 trading days

• 𝑘 = 1,… , 2728 is the iteration where 128 + 𝑘 is the number of

rows (trading days)

• RPCA effectively removes outliers to produce smoother coefficients and

more consistent dimension estimation.
• The autoencoder is a useful pre-processing step for producing even cleaner

results, as shown through the Kitchen Sink method

• Estimated dimension from PCA (pink) drops at the beginning

of the COVID-19 pandemic

• RPCA (blue),the estimated dimension experiences no change

or a smaller reduction @ COVID

• The Kitchen Sink method (red) results in no change over all

time

We first analyze the effects of the COVID-19 market crash on

the coefficients of the linear combinations of individual returns,

called loadings, obtained from the three methods.

• General PCA

• RPCA with a tuned 𝝀: 𝝀 =. 𝟗𝟒 gives ideal reconstruction

• Kitchen Sink: A combination of methods:

A. Taking the 𝐿 matrix from RPCA

B. Use 𝐿 through the Single Layer Autoencoder

C. Performing PCA on the decoded data

We observe a “smoothed out loadings” under RPCA, similar 

results for Kitchen Sink. 

4. DIMENSION ESTIMATION CRITERIA
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We use four criteria to 

estimate dimension 

𝑑 based on the singular 

values 𝜎1 , … , 𝜎12 from the 

Σ matrix obtained through 

the three methods.
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